Reflection as a strategy to foster medical students’ acquisition of diagnostic competence
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OBJECTIVES Developing diagnostic competence in students is a major goal of medical education, but there is little empirical evidence on instructional strategies that foster the acquisition of this competence. The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of structured reflection compared with the generation of immediate or differential diagnosis while practising with clinical cases on learning clinical diagnosis.

METHODS This was a three-phase experimental study. During a learning phase, 46 Year 4 students diagnosed six clinical cases under different experimental conditions: structured reflection, immediate diagnosis, or differential diagnosis. This was followed by an immediate test and a delayed test administered 1 week later. Each test consisted of diagnosing four different cases of diseases presented in the learning phase. Performance in diagnosing these new cases was used as a measure of learning.

RESULTS Repeated-measures analysis of variance on the mean diagnostic accuracy scores (range: 0–1) showed a significant interaction between performance moment (i.e. performance in the learning phase and on each test) and instructions followed during the learning phase (p = 0.003). Follow-up analyses of this interaction showed that diagnostic performance did not differ between conditions in the learning phase. On the immediate test, scores in the reflection condition (mean = 0.48, 95% confidence interval [CI] 0.38–0.58) were significantly lower than scores in the differential diagnosis condition (mean = 0.62, 95% CI 0.54–0.70; p = 0.012) and marginally lower than those in the immediate diagnosis condition (mean = 0.61, 95% CI 0.52–0.70; p = 0.04). One week later, however, scores in the reflection condition (mean = 0.66, 95% CI 0.56–0.76) significantly outperformed those in the other conditions (differential diagnosis: mean = 0.48, 95% CI 0.37–0.58 [p < 0.01]; immediate diagnosis: mean = 0.52, 95% CI 0.43–0.60 [p = 0.01]). Comparisons within experimental conditions showed that performance from the immediate to the delayed test decreased in the immediate and differential diagnosis conditions (immediate diagnosis: p = 0.042; differential diagnosis: p = 0.012), but increased in the reflection condition (p = 0.003).

CONCLUSIONS Structured reflection while practising with cases appears to foster the learning of clinical knowledge more effectively than the generation of immediate or differential diagnoses and therefore seems to be an effective instructional approach to developing diagnostic competence in students.
INTRODUCTION

Optimal patient care is critically dependent on doctors’ ability to arrive at correct diagnoses and therefore medical education places great emphasis on developing diagnostic competence in students. Little is known, however, about instructional strategies that would make the process of learning clinical diagnosis more effective; such strategies have been a source of much debate but little empirical evidence.1,2 This article reports a study on the effects of using structured reflection as an instructional strategy on medical students’ learning of clinical diagnosis.

Research has shown that students’ diagnostic competence develops not only through knowledge expansion, but also through knowledge restructuring.3–6 The way in which knowledge about diseases is organised in the mind changes throughout education. According to a well-accepted theory of medical expertise development, repeated application of knowledge acquired in the early stages of training and, especially, experiences with real patients are considered to lead to the formation of illness scripts.3–6 These mental representations of diseases contain relatively little information about pathophysiological mechanisms, but rich clinical knowledge about the relationships among a particular set of symptoms, a particular disease, and the conditions under which that disease may emerge.3–6

Expert doctors have a rich collection of illness scripts available in memory, ranging from general representations of a disease category or prototypes, to representations of individual patients encountered previously.5,7 Early in a clinical encounter, cues in a patient’s history activate one or a few scripts in the doctor’s mind and launch a subsequent search for additional information aimed at matching patient information to elements of the script in order to either confirm or exclude diagnostic hypotheses.3,8 Accurate diagnostic performance critically depends, therefore, on the diversity and richness of the scripts of diseases that the doctor has in mind.5,6

To foster the acquisition of such knowledge, which is prerequisite for clinical diagnosis, students need to repeatedly encounter well-selected clinical cases in order to gain experience with many diseases and their different clinical presentations.1,8 Whether and how students’ learning from such cases might be enhanced, however, has remained largely unexplored. Teaching approaches for helping students to benefit more from their practice with clinical cases have been discussed, but little is known about their effectiveness.1,9 Students are usually taught to think about alternative diagnostic hypotheses for the cases they encounter, rather than to rapidly provide a diagnosis they think is correct. It is not known, however, whether this is the most effective approach to foster the development of illness scripts and diagnostic competence.

Structured reflection on cases to be diagnosed might be a better approach to enhancing the learning of clinical presentations associated with a disease than simply teaching students to think of alternative diagnoses. Such structured reflection has been shown to be a very effective way of improving the diagnostic accuracy of doctors in complex problems10,11 and of counteracting mistakes provoked by cognitive biases.12 However, whether this might foster medical students’ learning in order to enhance their diagnostic performance on similar cases in the future is an open question. This study addresses this question. We expect that structured reflection might foster learning, thereby improving diagnostic competence, operationalised here as performance in diagnosing written clinical cases. This positive effect of reflection would occur because it explicitly focuses students’ attention on the findings in the case that speak for or against each of the alternative diagnoses, which may lead to the formation of deeper and richer mental representations of diseases, consequently enhancing students’ competence in diagnosing other cases of the same disease.

We investigated this question in an experimental study with Year 4 medical students. In the learning phase, participants diagnosed clinical cases by following different procedures according to the condition to which they had been assigned. In subsequent tests, participants in all conditions were asked to diagnose different exemplars of the same diseases. We hypothesised that: (i) there would be no differences among the conditions in initial diagnostic performance during training, and (ii) on the tests, students who had reflected while diagnosing the cases during the training phase would outperform students in the other conditions.

METHODS

Design

The study consisted of three phases: a learning phase, an immediate diagnostic performance test, which
took place immediately after the learning phase, and a delayed test administered 1 week later. In the learning phase, participants diagnosed six clinical cases under three different experimental conditions. Depending on their assigned condition, they did this by providing the first diagnosis that came to mind (i.e. an immediate diagnosis), or by providing an immediate diagnosis and then generating a differential diagnosis, or by providing an immediate diagnosis and then engaging in structured reflection. The tests required candidates to diagnose a set of six new clinical cases, of which four represented new exemplars of the diseases encountered in the learning phase and two represented fillers (cases of different diseases used to decrease the chance that participants would easily recognise the new set of cases as representing the diseases seen in the previous phases). Participants’ previous clinical experience with the diseases was evaluated prior to the learning phase.

Setting and participants

A total of 46 Year 4 medical students (mean ± standard deviation [SD] age 22.9 ± 2.6 years; 29 women) at José do Rosário Vellano University (UNIFENAS) Medical School, in Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil, participated in this study. The school has a problem-based learning curriculum with a duration of 6 years, the last 2 years of which are dedicated to clerkships. We recruited Year 4 students because students at this point in their training have been exposed to theoretical knowledge about diseases but not yet to many patients. Therefore, they are not yet likely to have well-developed illness scripts. All 120 Year 4 students were invited to voluntarily participate. All those who volunteered were recruited. Written consent was obtained from 46 volunteers, a number of participants that was showed to provide sufficient power for the study.

Materials and procedure

Three sets of six different clinical cases were used in the study, one for each phase (Table 1). Each case consisted of a half-page description of a patient’s medical history, present complaints, findings of a physical examination and results of laboratory tests. An example is presented in Table 2. Three experts in internal medicine (ASM, JMP, RMDdF) prepared the cases based on real patients. They subsequently revised each case until they agreed that the case findings supported a single best diagnosis, which was considered the correct diagnosis for the case.

Learning phase

The learning phase required the students to diagnose six clinical cases. Three cases concerned diseases in which chest pain is a prominent clinical manifestation, and three cases concerned diseases that present with jaundice and abnormal liver enzymes (Table 1). The cases were presented in a booklet in which one case per page was presented in a randomised order for each participant.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three conditions with varying instructions for the learning phase: the immediate diagnosis condition \( (n = 15) \); the differential diagnosis condition \( (n = 16) \), or the structured reflection condition \( (n = 15) \). In the immediate diagnosis condition, participants were requested to read the case and write down the most likely diagnosis for the case. Both accuracy and speed

### Table 1 Diagnoses of the cases used in the different phases of the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Training</th>
<th>Immediate diagnostic task</th>
<th>Delayed diagnostic task</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest pain</td>
<td>Chest pain</td>
<td>Chest pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute myocardial infarction</td>
<td>Acute myocardial infarction</td>
<td>Acute myocardial infarction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute viral pericarditis</td>
<td>Acute viral pericarditis</td>
<td>Acute viral pericarditis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aortic dissection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaundice/abnormal liver enzymes</td>
<td>Jaundice/abnormal liver enzymes</td>
<td>Jaundice/abnormal liver enzymes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acute viral hepatitis</td>
<td>Acute viral hepatitis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choledocholithiasis</td>
<td>Choledocholithiasis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haemolytic anaemia</td>
<td>Filler case</td>
<td>Filler case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
were stressed, and participants were instructed to move on to the next page to solve a word puzzle after they had made a diagnosis. This procedure was used to minimise the likelihood that participants would engage in reflection in the other experimental conditions. In the differential diagnosis condition, participants were requested to read the case and write down the most likely diagnosis for the case. After that, they were asked to think about alternative diagnoses if their initial hypothesis were to prove incorrect, write them down and, then, draw a conclusion about the final diagnosis. After finishing this task, they were also instructed to move on and solve a word puzzle. In the reflection condition, participants were also requested to read the case and write down the most likely diagnosis for the case. They were then asked to follow a structured procedure to reflect upon the case. They were requested to: (i) list the findings in the case description that support this diagnosis; (ii) list the findings that speak against this diagnosis, and (iii) list the findings expected to be present if the diagnosis were correct, but which were not described in the case. They were subsequently asked to list alternative diagnoses, assuming that their initial diagnosis would prove to be incorrect, and to follow the same procedure (steps 1–3) for each alternative diagnosis. Finally, they were asked to draw a conclusion by ranking the diagnoses in order of likelihood and selecting the most accurate diagnosis for the case. Note that whereas differential diagnosis will involve some degree of reflection, the procedure for structured reflection particularly focused students’ attention on identifying contradictory and absent findings in the case. No feedback was provided in any of the conditions about the accuracy of the diagnoses.

The maximum amount of time allowed for each case was 7 minutes in all conditions. A pilot study with Year 4 students from a different medical school in the same city had shown this to be a sufficient amount of time. If participants finished sooner, they were able to work on the puzzle until their time was up. The researcher in attendance monitored the time and indicated when participants could move on to the next case.

### Diagnostic performance tests

The two tests (immediate and delayed) each used new sets of six clinical cases, of which two involved chest pain, two featured jaundice and abnormal liver enzymes, and two were filler cases (Table 1). All cases differed from the cases participants had seen in the learning phase. Participants received the cases in a booklet, one per page, in randomised order. They were requested to read the case and write down the most likely diagnosis for the case. They were then asked to follow a structured procedure to reflect upon the case. They were requested to: (i) list the findings in the case description that support this diagnosis; (ii) list the findings that speak against this diagnosis, and (iii) list the findings expected to be present if the diagnosis were correct, but which were not described in the case. They were subsequently asked to list alternative diagnoses, assuming that their initial diagnosis would prove to be incorrect, and to follow the same procedure (steps 1–3) for each alternative diagnosis. Finally, they were asked to draw a conclusion by ranking the diagnoses in order of likelihood and selecting the most accurate diagnosis for the case. Note that whereas differential diagnosis will involve some degree of reflection, the procedure for structured reflection particularly focused students’ attention on identifying contradictory and absent findings in the case. No feedback was provided in any of the conditions about the accuracy of the diagnoses.

The maximum amount of time allowed for each case was 7 minutes in all conditions. A pilot study with Year 4 students from a different medical school in the same city had shown this to be a sufficient amount of time. If participants finished sooner, they were able to work on the puzzle until their time was up. The researcher in attendance monitored the time and indicated when participants could move on to the next case.

### Assessment of previous clinical experience

One week before the learning phase, participants assessed their level of clinical experience with each of
the diseases they would encounter in this study (embedded in a longer list) using a 5-point scale in which 1 = I have never seen a clinical case of this disease and 5 = I have seen several clinical cases of this disease (indicating extensive experience).

**Data analysis**

The mean clinical experience ratings for the diseases included in this study were computed. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on these data to check that there were no a priori differences in (self-reported) experience among students in the three experimental conditions.

The initial diagnoses provided by the participants in the learning phase and on the diagnostic performance tests were evaluated as correct, partially correct or incorrect, receiving scores of 1, 0.5 or 0, respectively. The diagnosis was considered correct whenever the core correct diagnosis of the case was provided (e.g. ‘pericarditis’ in a case of acute viral pericarditis). When the core diagnosis was not given, but one component of the diagnosis was mentioned, the diagnosis was considered partially correct (e.g. ‘myocardial ischaemia’ in a case of acute myocardial infarction). When the participant’s response did not fall into one of these categories, the diagnosis was considered incorrect. Two experts in internal medicine (ASM, JMP) independently evaluated participants’ responses for each case. Responses had been previously transcribed from the booklets to sheets of paper so that evaluators were not aware of the experimental condition under which the diagnoses had been provided. Their evaluations corresponded for 92% of the diagnoses; discrepancies were resolved by discussion.

For each participant, the scores obtained on the four cases of diseases that reappeared in each phase (i.e. cases of diseases studied in the learning phase that were used in the diagnostic tests [Table 1]) were summed. Mean diagnostic scores on those cases were then computed.

Repeated-measures ANOVA (significance level: 0.05) with experimental condition (immediate diagnosis, differential diagnosis, reflection) as a between-subjects factor and performance moment (learning phase, immediate test, delayed test) as a within-subjects factor was conducted on the mean diagnostic performance scores obtained in the four cases of interest in each phase. This analysis tested the hypothesis that reflection while solving clinical cases would foster learning and would lead to better diagnostic performance on the tests than that attained by the other conditions. A significant interaction effect in this repeated-measures ANOVA was further analysed by looking at a depiction of the interaction and then conducting specific independent-samples t tests (with Bonferroni correction) to test whether observed differences in performance among conditions at each performance moment were significant, and paired t tests (with Bonferroni correction) to test whether observed differences in performance within conditions over time were significant.

**RESULTS**

Previous clinical experience with the diseases did not differ among conditions (immediate diagnosis: mean ± SD 2.06 ± 0.63; differential diagnosis: mean ± SD 2.02 ± 0.54; reflection: mean ± SD 2.24 ± 0.72; F(2,43) = 0.49, p = 0.62).

Table 3 shows the means and SDs of diagnostic performance in the three phases for each condition. The repeated-measures ANOVA showed no significant main effect of performance moment (F(2,42) < 1, p = 0.781). However, there was a significant interaction between performance moment and experimental condition (F(2,86) = 4.25, p = 0.003; η² = 0.17), depicted in Fig. 1. We tested those differences between conditions within each phase, as well as differences within conditions across phases, suggested to be present in Fig. 1 for significance, using, respectively, independent-samples and paired one-tailed t tests with Bonferroni correction for multiple tests at each phase (with two tests per phase for the independent-samples t tests, the significance level was 0.025; with three tests for the paired t tests, the significance level was 0.017).

Figure 1 suggests that students in the structured reflection condition performed worse than those in the immediate diagnosis and differential diagnosis conditions during the training phase and on the immediate test. This difference was not significant during the training phase (both comparisons: p > 0.27), but it was significant on the immediate test for reflection versus differential diagnosis (t(29) = 2.36, p = 0.012, d = 0.82) and reflection versus immediate diagnosis (t(29) = 1.98, p = 0.028, d = 0.76) (only borderline given the Bonferroni correction). However, Fig. 1 also suggests that students in the structured reflection condition outperformed those in the other conditions on the delayed test (1 week later), and this difference was significant.
Table 3  Mean diagnostic performance score (maximum score: 1.0) as a function of performance moment and approach to practice clinical problem solving during the learning phase and comparisons between the structured reflection and other conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance moment</th>
<th>Immediate diagnosis group</th>
<th>Differential diagnosis group</th>
<th>Structured reflection group</th>
<th>Reflection versus immediate diagnosis</th>
<th>Reflection versus differential diagnosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean score</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>Mean score</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
<td>p-values</td>
<td>Cohen’s d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning phase</td>
<td>0.59 (0.44–0.74)</td>
<td>0.58 (0.47–0.70)</td>
<td>0.52 (0.35–0.70)</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immediate test</td>
<td>0.61 (0.52–0.70)</td>
<td>0.62 (0.54–0.70)</td>
<td>0.48 (0.38–0.58)</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed test</td>
<td>0.52 (0.43–0.60)</td>
<td>0.48 (0.37–0.58)</td>
<td>0.66 (0.56–0.76)</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

95% CI = 95% confidence interval

**DISCUSSION**

The findings demonstrate that structured reflection while practising the diagnosis of clinical cases fosters the learning of clinical presentations associated with those diseases more effectively than making immediate diagnoses or generating differential diagnoses, when measured after a delay. After 1 week, students who had been instructed to reflect during the learning phase outperformed students in the other conditions on new exemplars of the same diseases (i.e., diseases they had seen in the learning phase). The reflection condition was the only condition to show that learning had occurred when comparing performance in the learning phase with performance on the delayed test after 1 week. On the test that immediately followed the learning phase, however, students in the reflection condition performed worse than students who generated an immediate single diagnosis or a differential diagnosis during the learning phase. It should be noted, however, that

for reflection versus differential diagnosis ($t(29) = 2.74, p = 0.005, d = 1.0$) and reflection versus immediate diagnosis ($t(28) = 2.35, p = 0.013, d = 0.87$). These comparisons are also displayed in Table 3, along with the magnitude of effects, which proved to be large, according to Cohen’s guidelines,13 especially for the delayed test.

Paired $t$-tests showed that performance did not differ significantly between the learning phase and the immediate test in the immediate diagnosis condition ($t(14) < 1, p = 0.411$), the differential diagnosis condition ($t(15) < 1, p = 0.279$) or the reflection condition ($t(14) < 1, p = 0.304$). By contrast, between the immediate and the delayed tests, performance seemed to decrease (Fig. 1) in the immediate diagnosis condition ($t(14) = 1.85, p = 0.042$) albeit not significantly (given the Bonferroni correction), decreased significantly in the differential diagnosis condition ($t(15) = 2.54, p = 0.012$), and increased significantly in the reflection condition ($t(14) = 3.15, p = 0.003$). Performance from the learning phase to the delayed test improved in the reflection condition ($t(14) = 2.17, p = 0.024$) albeit with borderline significance (given the Bonferroni correction), but did not differ significantly in the immediate diagnosis condition ($t(14) < 1, p = 0.190$) or the differential diagnosis condition ($t(15) = 1.70, p = 0.055$).
Developing students’ diagnostic competence is of primary importance in medical education, and how clinical teaching should be organised to better achieve this goal has been a subject of much discussion. This discussion has explored both guiding principles for clinical teaching and instructional approaches to help students benefit more from their practice with clinical cases. Despite being theoretically sound, these proposals were often not accompanied by an empirical investigation of their effects on learning. There have been reports of empirical studies comparing different approaches adopted by psychology students or Year 1 medical students for solving clinical cases. These studies, however, investigated the effects on diagnostic performance on the cases at-hand, but not on learning by measuring performance on novel cases in the future. Taken together, our findings suggest that students can learn more from practising with clinical cases when they engage in structured reflection to diagnose these cases than when they simply give a diagnosis or even when they generate a differential diagnosis, as they are usually recommended to do during clinical practice. Why would reflection have this beneficial effect on learning to diagnose clinical cases?

Our explanation is that reflection helps by fostering the restructuring of existing knowledge about the diseases encountered during practice with clinical cases. Developing the ability to make accurate diagnoses depends on acquiring a large knowledge base of mental representations of diseases, particularly well-developed illness scripts. Illness scripts contain information on the set of findings expected in patients with a certain disease, as well as acceptable variations of the typical presentations of the disease. The set of signs and symptoms belonging to a certain script is usually not exclusive; some elements of a script may also be present in the scripts for other diseases. The differential diagnosis of a patient’s problem, then, requires activating illness scripts relevant to the clinical presentation and verifying the extent to which their elements match findings in the patient history. Therefore, the richer and better developed illness scripts of diseases related to a certain clinical presentation are, the more they enhance a practitioner’s competence in differential diagnosis.

In this study, when students engaged in reflection while diagnosing a clinical case, they were required to think about how each finding in the case related to a diagnostic hypothesis, and to proceed with this process of matching findings and scripts for all alternative diagnoses. This process of elaboration on the case information and search for meaning helps to activate additional relevant knowledge and fosters the integration and reorganisation of pre-existing knowledge. Thus, even if no new information was provided to the students in this study and no new knowledge could be acquired, reflection enriched the illness scripts they had already stored, which, in turn, facilitated the diagnostic process when they encountered different exemplars of the same diseases at a later stage in the study. It is noteworthy that students in the differential diagnosis condition did not learn as much as those in the reflection condition. Generating alternative diagnoses is likely to have led the students in the differential diagnosis group to also engage in reflection to some degree. However, students in the structured reflection condition went through the step-by-step process of matching findings from the case to each diagnosis and identifying contradictory and absent findings. The latter does not necessarily happen during the generation of differential diagnoses, but it seems to be a crucial aspect of the reflection procedure for the enrichment of illness scripts.

This finding that the effects of reflection on learning only become apparent after a delay is in line with those of other studies demonstrating that the effects of elaboration or deeper processing of information on learning emerge only after some delay. Interestingly, in the short-term, structured reflection seems to lead to poorer performance than the other conditions. However, it should be noted that none of the conditions resulted in significantly higher or lower performance on the immediate test than in the learning phase. Therefore, although students in the reflection condition performed worse than those in the other conditions, students in the other conditions showed no significant signs of learning on the immediate test. A potential reason why the beneficial effects of reflection show only after some delay may be that reflection imposes a high cognitive load during the learning phase and leads to exhaustion, or that reflection leads to initial confusion given that many different features and diagnoses have been considered in detail. However, as a result of elaborate processing, the quality of illness scripts is improved, which leads to better longer-term performance. As an analogy, consider for example the robust effect shown by research on
contextual interference: a random practice schedule requires much effort and initially slows down performance improvement compared with a blocked practice schedule, but proves to be more effective for learning and transfer in the long run.\textsuperscript{21,22} However, as we did not take cognitive load measurements and did not ask learners for ratings of certainty or confusion, this explanation remains speculative and should be tested in future research.

The study took place in a single school with a relatively small number of students in the same year of training, which may restrict its generalisability. The 1-week interval between training and test is a regular methodological choice in studies on learning\textsuperscript{19,20,23} (see also research on the testing effect\textsuperscript{24,25}) and longer delays increase the chance that uncontrolled interference by other factors might influence students’ learning. However, based on our data, we cannot exclude the possibility that the positive effects of reflection on learning will diminish after longer periods of time; this is a question to be addressed in future research.

To the best of our knowledge, the present study represents the first to investigate the effects of structured reflection as an instructional strategy to enhance students’ acquisition of diagnostic competence. What is especially interesting about our findings for medical educators is that this procedure of structured reflection is relatively easy to apply while having students practise with clinical cases, either in classroom activities or in clinical settings. Future research should also investigate whether students can be taught to use the procedure themselves and use it to diagnose different problems in the future.
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